
"Further complex numbers": exercises and answers
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Exercise on exp and ln functions



Answers to exercises on exp and ln









  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



Answers to exercises on exp and ln







Teaching Möbius
transformations in FP2

The Edexcel textbook prescribes - through
three worked examples - a method of
working out the w-locus if w = (az+b)/
(cz+d) and the z-locus is a generalised
circle (circle or line). It is to change the
subject of the equation to get
z = (a'w+b')/(c'w+d'), then write w=u+iv
and e.g. calculate the equation in u and v
given by |(a'w+b')|2=m2|(c'w+d')|2. There
are almost always questions about this in
the exam (though none this year).

Another way:

• Because we can't draw in four dimensions, we can't draw graphs of complex functions of complex 
variables. We can visualise what those functions do by seeing what z-locus transforms into what w-locus.

• See what w=z+b and w=az do. Then what w=1/z* does (intersecting chords theorem, intersecting 
secants theorem) and so what w=1/z does. Including the fact that it transforms the diameter in line with 
the centre of inversion (pole) into a diameter.

• Every Möbius transformation is a combination of linear transformations and inversions, and so transforms
a generalised circle into a generalised circle, with the diameter of the original in line with the centre of 
inversion (pole) transforming into a diameter of the image. And its inverse is another Möbius 
transformation.

• Show (without detailed argument) how Möbius transformations are equivalent to stereographic 
projections https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0z1fIsUNhO4. Without too much explanation, introduce 
students to Escher's graphics and how they show a half-plane being transformed into the inside of the unit 
disc.

• Explain an algorithm for Edexcel-type problems.

1. You identify whether the locus of w is a circle or a line by seeing whether z takes a value which will make
w go to infinity (so its locus is a line), in other words, whether the centre of inversion (pole) (z=−d/c) is on 
the z-locus.

2. Identify the w-circle by finding a diameter, given by the w-values got from z-values at two ends of a 
diameter in line with the centre of inversion (pole) (z=−d/c). Or, if z moves on a line, a diameter of the w-
circle is given by the w-values got from z at infinity and from z at the foot of the perpendicular to the line 
from the centre of inversion (pole).

3. If the w-locus is a line, use any two convenient z-values to calculate two w-values.

4. To find what region maps into what region, calculate w when z is at infinity (for the outside of a circle) or
for some chosen simple z (when the z-region is a half-plane).

To my mind this way has two advantages over the algebra in the textbook. It is much quicker (Example 37 
has well over a whole page of working in the book, but two lines this way: you could do it in your head). 
And you see the general patterns rather than every bout of algebraic manipulation being a one-off surprise 
which involves rediscovering the general patterns without explicitly recognising that you are doing so.

I've written to Susie Jameson at Edexcel and got confirmation that the method above is admissible for the 
exam. I'm now trying to see if I can get it written into the mark schemes.

Thanks to Gerry Leversha, Luciano Rila, and Sinead Vaughan for their comments on this.



The value z=1 is in the locus of z (the real axis), so w goes to infinity, and the
locus of w must be a line.

w=−i when z→∞ and w=−2 when z=0, so the line goes through those points.

In the book:


